In his autobiography, John Cleese pondered the ill-fated Charge of the Light Brigade and the hacking to death of General Gordon. The British seem to admire their heroic failures. Perhaps the idea of “heroic failure” inspired the Monty-Python sketch of the black Knight with the “flesh wound”. Zionism venerates Masada and the Bar Kochba revolt. Those events were not heroic failures but mass suicides. The result of the Kochba revolt was nine hundred and eighty-five burnt villages and five hundred and eighty thousand dead Jewish fighters. Jews were banned from Jerusalem and many were sold into slavery or prostitution.

The Kochba result was a pyrrhic “victory”. It was the second century version of the Samson Option. The freedom of Jerusalem only lasted three and a half years. The Temple was not rebuilt. Why then are the Zionist obsessed with Bar Kochba?

**Muscle Jew or soy boy?**

Kochba is admired for his stamina, physical strength and charisma. The story goes that he could pluck a cedar tree out of the ground from horseback. An exaggeration based on training his cavalry to uproot seedlings. He demanded proof of unwavering loyalty with followers cutting off their pinkie fingers. Many of his fighters were religious fanatics (Jihad) and prayed with tefillin wrapped around their arms and strapped to their foreheads. His followers were therefore easily identified by their hand (amputated finger) and by the mark that the tefillin imprinted on their foreheads.
Bar Kochba became the poster boy for the Zionist movement. Jews could no longer be weak “intellectuals” who got sand kicked in their face on the beach. No room for “girly men” or “sissies” only macho men need apply. The switch from victim mentality to Übermensch is the work of Max Nordau who coined the term muscular-Judaism (Muskeljudentum). Nordau called for the rise of muscle Jews at the Second Zionist Congress.

In 1897, Herzl convened the First Zionist congress, but he did not give the opening address – Nordau did. Netanyahu saw Nordau as one of the most important actors in the development of Zionism. Netanyahu calls him “the greatest apostle of Zionism” and Likens him to “an ancient prophet”. Rumours even appeared in the press that Nordau would become the first Prime Minister of Israel. And yet, after statehood was attained, he was largely marginalised in Zionist history. Why is that?

Nordau was the father of “racial Zionism”. He was obsessed with physicality, eugenics, race and the degeneracy of European culture. Twenty years later the Nazi’s were saying the same things about the Aryan race. Germans and Jews were both fixated on physicality and race. That probably explains why Nordau is marginalised in contemporary Zionism. However, the same cannot be said about Bar Kochba.

In 1898 the Bar Kochba gymnastic club was founded in Berlin. In the years that followed Jewish athletes won proportionately more Olympic medals for Austria than ethnic Austrians. That changed when Germany topped the Olympics table in 1936.

**Burying the past or rewriting it?**

Bar Kochba has been fetishized in some circles. Bar Kochba’s ghost still walks, even though his bones were buried by the Israeli government in 1982. The Bar Kochba rebellion has been mythologized by the Zionists. According to Dr. Harkabi the Jews were decimated by Kochba’s unrealistic policy.

"The problem is not how Bar Kochba erred," Dr. Harkabi wrote, "but how we came to admire his error and how this influences the manner of our national thinking. By admiring the Bar Kochba revolt, we are forced into the position of admiring our destruction and rejoicing over a deed amounting to national suicide. (my emphasis)"

Dr. Harkabi suggested that current Israeli policy was also unrealistic;

"The Bar Kokhba Rebellion, according to my analysis, stemmed from an unrealistic assessment of historical and political circumstances. This issue of realism is central to the formulation of all political and
strategical decisions; and the prescriptions of realism apply both to individuals and to political entities. Further, since the rebellion involved considerable risk, it is necessary to analyze the issues of risk-taking and speculation, and their limits. Policy always involves risk-taking, with one proviso: that the national existence not be placed in ultimate jeopardy. It was precisely this proviso that was contravened by the Bar Kokhba Rebellion”. 12

The Kochba revolt is commemorated on the festival of Lag Ba’Omer. The festival is celebrated by lighting bonfires which is ironic considering the pyrrhic nature of the victory. Early Zionists co-opted the religious celebration and emphasized the military aspect rather than the rabbinic nature of the memorial. 13 The holiday was “re-interpreted” accentuating the heroic nature of the Bar Kochba revolt. 14 In modern Israel, Lag Ba’Omer is “a symbol for the fighting Jewish spirit”. The Palmach division (Strike Squadrons) were established on Lag Ba’Omer 1941, and the government order creating the Israel Defence Forces was issued on Lag Ba’Omer 1948. 15 Beginning in 2004, the Israeli government designated Lag Ba’Omer as the day for saluting the IDF reserves. 16 Benjamin Lau writes in Haaretz:

“...This is how Lag Ba'omer became a part of the Israeli-Zionist psyche during the first years of Zionism and Israel. A clear distinction became evident between Jews and Israelis in the way the day was celebrated: The religious Jews lit torches in Rashbi’s [Shimon bar Yochai’s] honor and sang songs about him, while young Israelis, sitting around an alternative bonfire, sang about a hero "whom the entire nation loved" and focused on the image of a powerful hero who galloped on a lion in his charges against the Romans”.” 17

Modern Israel and echoes of the past

The Bar Kochba revolt did not occur in a vacuum. The backdrop of the revolt were the geopolitical struggles between Rome and Parthia. Trajan travelled up the Euphrates and conquered ancient Babylon. This shocked the Parthian Jews. Their lucrative trade was threatened. They traded as far as China using the silk route. The Jewish community of Parthia was over a million strong. They established law schools all over Babylonia. They were semi-autonomous and had their own leader called the Exilarch. This was their base and where they wrote the Babylonian Talmud. 18

Jewish rebellions erupted all over the Roman Empire. 19 In Cyprus 240,000 Greeks were massacred by the Jews. The rebels were secretly supported by the Jews of Parthia. Multiple
rebellions were put down in the Kitos war. At the end of the Kitos war Trajan attempted to conquer Parthia (the source of the problem). However, Rome never held Parthia. The Euphrates formed an effective border.

Bar Kochba attempted his own “Yinon Plan”. After all, the Jews had been promised the land up to the Euphrates. In the time of Abraham ten Canaanite tribes were listed as occupiers. The first of the “shock troops” employed in the revolt were Torah students. Twenty-four thousand students had been recruited by chief rabbi Akiva who regularly travelled from Palestine to Parthia. Presumably these were “muscular” students and they beat the Romans to death with their Torah scrolls. Talmudic tradition has it that they fell out and were therefore struck down with a plague. Tradition also has it that many captured “students” were wrapped in Torah scrolls and set alight by the Romans.

The Bar Kochba rebellion shook the Roman Empire to its core. Hadrian employed ten legions to defeat the revolt. He recalled his general Julius Severus from Britain to suppress the revolt. He even downplayed the customary upbeat victory greeting sent to the senate. The victory had cost too many Roman lives and had been hard fought. Hadrian was not magnanimous in victory. He banned the Jews on pain of death from entering Jerusalem. He built a temple to Jupiter and renamed the city Aelia Capitolina. It was effectively the end of Judea and the troublesome Jews.

The war that Kochba fought was a religious war. There can be no doubt that commercial considerations and a wish for independence also played a role. However, at the root lay the desire for a regional empire controlled by a centralized government and temple. The chief Rabbi Akiva declared that Bar Kosibah was the messiah as predicted in the prophecy of Num 24.17 and he was renamed Bar Kochba or the “Son of a Star”. It is a coincidence (sic) that his epithet carries the gematria value of 666. On his coins Bar Kochba depicted “his star” ascending above the temple. As he only held Jerusalem for three and a half years it is doubtful whether he built a temple structure. However, it is entirely feasible that he constructed a temporary structure (like king David did) and recommenced sacrifices. His coins are thought to depict the Ark of the Covenant, but close examination demonstrates that it is a Torah Ark where the law scrolls were kept.
His coins were manufactured by over striking Roman coins. Jewish-Christians refused to accept the messianic claims of Bar Kochba. They rejected the endorsement of the chief Rabbi Akiva. They opposed the re-commencement of sacrifice and refused to use the new coins to buy and sell\(^2\) with. For this reason, many Jewish-Christians were put to death or fled. Jewish-Christianity had all but perished by the third century.

Mark Twain stated that, “History doesn’t repeat itself, but it often rhymes”. The Zionist nation has chosen Bar Kochba as hero. Kochba was an arrogant and cruel man with a form of outward religiosity and law keeping. Even the rabbis admit that at one stage Kochba declared that God mind his own business as they could look after themselves. It is doubtful that Kochba wanted a temple for purely religious reasons, just as it is doubtful that current Zionists are willing to tolerate and encourage temple fanatics for religious reasons.\(^2\) The temple exercised a unifying force on world Jewry. It was a place of pilgrimage and veneration. It collected vast monies from the diaspora. Under Herod it functioned as a central bank. In short it functioned as a money-making machine and a power hub. It would form the jewel in the crown of a new Jewish empire. And so, the pattern repeats. Repeating the same behaviour and expecting a different outcome is the definition of insanity.\(^2\)

**The response of Jewish-Christianity**

Jewish Christians renamed Bar Kochba as Bar Kozib or “Son of a lie”.\(^2\) They saw him as a messianic pretender and a troublemaker. They heeded the warning issued seventy-five years earlier and refused his confession and therefore they were put to death. The demise of Bar Kochba and his fortress are described by the rabbis in apocalyptic terms. The blood ran to the height of the horse’s bridles.\(^2\) They were crushed like the grape harvest and Hadrian stacked their dead bodies as stones to build a wall for his vineyard. The vineyard of Israel...
had been decimated. Three and a half years of independence had been crushed. Jerusalem was given to the Gentiles\(^3\) and the Jews were scattered. The emergence of the Babylonian supported beast and its false messiah had been condemned back to the abyss. However, the monster is re-emerging from the abyss trailing the smoke of destruction.\(^3\) This time the pattern will be broken once and for all.

---
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